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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Many Local Authorities in the UK have implemented source separation
schemes to divert specific materials from household waste for recycling in
order to achieve the UK Government's target for recycling about 25% of that
waste stream by the year 2000. There are essentially two collection methods
used.

Brino or droo-off svstems are based on the establishment of free standing
containers at specific locations where the public are invited to deposit
designated recyclable materials. When containers are full the contents are
emptied and passed on to industry for recycling.

Kerbside collection schemes involve the house-to-house collection of separated
recyclables in a modifled lorry or refuse collection vehicle, instead of or in
addition to the normal refuse collection round. A separate container for
recyclables can be provided (eg. a blue box or a green bag) or a split wheeled
bin.

On behalf of the Departments of Trade and lndustry and the Environment,
Warren Spring Laboratory has monitored some initiatives taken in the United
Kingdom to assess heir impact in terms of:

. dlversion rates achieved

. ssSocidtod net operating costs

Methods of calculating diversion rates differ for bring systems and kerlcside
collection, making direct comparison difficult Diversion rates for kerbside
schemes are calculated on a household basis within the area serued.
Quantitles of recyclables source separated are compared with those lett in the
dustbin. This is not possible for bring systems and instead the impact is
assessed upon the whole authority's waste stream, which includes Civic
Amenity inputs. This has the effect of lowering the apparent diversion rates of
bring systems in comparison to kerbside collection schemes.

The key findings of this report are:

Collection of household waste statistics must be improved in the
area being served, in order to identify the quantities of materials
available and the likely yields. There is a clear need to standardise
the performance indicators and definitions by which schemes are
monitored. Similarly, equivalent costframeworks should be applied
to all schemes whenever practicable.

HELEVANCE TO THE GOVERNMENT'S RECYCLING TARGET
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Blue box@are typically achieving diversion rates
of between 13% and 27"/"by weight and, if household participation
is sufficienily high, this method could achieve the Govemment
recycling target in those areasi. However the net costs of collection,
strongly lnfluenced by the provision of additional (and specialised)
vehicles and collection crsw, are estimated at between 865 and
€130 per tonne net of lncome and may prohibit wider replicatlon.
Schemes that sort materials at a centralfacility, such as green bag,
reduce costs (963 - 882 per tonne net of income) and can achieve
equivalent diversion rates. Proposed initiatives in kerbside
collection, such as co-collection and co-mingled collection, appear
to offer some potentlal for reducing addltional costs of collecting
recyclables. ln these cases sorflng ought to be carried out at a
central facility.

Many Local Authorities have experience of using brino svstems in
the UK. O,f the bring systems monitored, diversion rates recorded
were less than 107o by welght (calculated on a different basis to
kerbside collection). Largely as a consequence of the recycling
creditrs system, the operators of such schemes report a net profit to
themselves. However calculating the true eosts involved is made
ditficult by he arrangements between the Local Authorities and any
contractors who empty he banks.

To date there has been no attempt to lntroduce high density bring
systems with the same etfort applled to pilot kerbside collection
schemes such as in Adur and Milton Keynes. Therefore it is not
posslble to state the maxlmum diversion rates these schemes could
achieve. lf such an lnltlatlve was taken it mlght be possible for
diversion rates to increase from about 10% to values approaching
say 50+% quoted for intensive bring systems, for glass in particular,
on the continent

Separate collection and composting of @has not
been widely lmplemented in the UK at present, despite such
materials comprlsing betrueen 20o/o and30% of collected household
waste. Glven the high concentrations and the potential lmpact on
the recycllng target, schemes which target these materials would
appear to justlfy detailed study.

lncome from recvclino credits is important in ftnancially underpinning
recycling schemes, wheher bring or kerbside, as income from sales
of materials is variable due to market forces.
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1. INTHODUCTION

ln September 1990 the Government stated its intention in the White Paper "This
Common lnheritance'l that 50 percent of the potentially recyclable part of household waste
should be recycled by the year 2000. This represents about 25o/o of household waste. The
Environmental Protection Act 19902 phced a duty on waste collection authorities to prepare
recycting plans and Waste Management Paper No.283 was issued to provide advice and
guidance in drawing up these plans.

ln response to this challenge a number of local authorltles have introduced schemes
which aim to separate specific commodities from waste at source and divert them for
recycling. These ars commonly called sour@ separation schemes.

Targeted materials include:

. newspapers and magazines

. plastic bottles

. gliss bottles and jars

. metal cans and

. putrescibles (biodegradables)

The Department of Trade and lndustry (DTl) and the Department of the Environment
(DoE) have commissioned Warren Spring Laboratory WSL) to monitor these pilot schemes
to evaluate their effectiveness in diverting waste for recycling and to identify the costs of each
type of scheme.

The aim of this report is to provide an overview which summarises the results of the
monitoring work and draws some conclusions from those results. lt is based on a series of
more detailed reports which include a bibliography of schemes worldwidea, a position studt'
on kerbside collection ln the UK, an interim report on the lmpact of bring systemso and a cost
comparisonT of bring and kerbside collection methods. The results recorded here reflect the
performance of each scheme during a particular period, usually in the early stages of its
operation. Each scheme is evolving, leaming from past successes and failures and looking
to improve its effectiveness and reduce its costs. lt would be wrong therefore to assume that
the results shown in this report represent the best that can be achieved using a particular type
of scheme. They simply indicate what has been achieved during the period over which the
monitoring was caried out.

1.1 Source Seoaration Methods

There are essentially two methods:

. kerbside collection

. bring systems

For kerbside collection, householders may be given separate containers such as a 50
litre capacity blue plastic box, a coloured sack or a split wheeled bin. Or may be asked to
provide their own container (carrier bags or cardboard boxes) and be invited to place certain
recyclables in that container for separate collection. Materials are then passed on to industry
for recycling.

Bring orfixed point systems involve placing distinctive contiainers in accessible places
eg" at supermarkets, Clvic Amenity sites or recycling centres where the public are invited to
deposit specific materials into heir respective compartments for collection. When full,
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containers are emptled uslng specialised vehicles and the contents passed on to industry.
lncreasingly charities have been invited to supervise these sites, receiving a proportion of any
income derived from he operation of these schemes.

Section 2 of this report discusses the composition of household waste and identifies
the recyclable components. Section 3 briefly outlines indicators used to monitor performance.
Section 4 discusses kerbside collection options, Section 5 outlinos use of bring systems in
metropolitan and rural areas and Section 6 compares and contrasts both methods, and
ldentlfies factors affecting performance of schemes.

2. COMPOSITION OF HOUSEHOLD WASTE

Before measuring the etfectiveness of recycling collection schemes, it is necessary to
know the composition of the waste from which the recyclable materials are being extracted.
This section summarises WSL s recent work on the composition of collected household waste
for the uK.

When considering the recycling target and various colleetion systems it is important
to note that the term 'household waste' consists of:

. dustbin waste collected by the refuse colleetion vehicle

. material brought by householders to Civic Amenity sites

. street sweepings and litter and

. bulky waste collections

It does not include commercialwaste which is frequently co-collected with househotd
(dustbin) waste or co-disposod at Civic Amenity sites, although commercialwaste is included
in the more generalterm municipalsolid waste (MSW). ln broad terms it is estimated trat UK
MSW arisings may total up to 25 million tonnes per annum of which:

. up to 5 million tonnes is probably commercial waste
" 3 to 5 milllon tonnes is Civic Amenity waste and
. orly 12 to 15 million tonnes is household (dustbin) waste

For source separation schemes it is the collected household waste which is of most
interest. Schemes which include compostables may encourage a proportion of material (ie.
garden waste) previously disposed of as Clvic Amenity waste to be diverted into the
household refuse collection service. Thus subsequent comments in this report refening to
household waste compositon and performance of collection schemes are focused on the
collected household element only, unless othenilise stated.

However, seasonalvariatlons, regional ditferences, collection method, and disposable
income all influence the composition and quantities of waste produced. Marimum and
minimum values measured are also shown in Table 1.

Given these wide ranging differences in generation rates and composition it is clear
that the success of a source separation scheme cannot be measured without reference to the
waste from which the recyclables have been extracted. Consequently experience gained will
be strongly influenced by local conditions, although it is reasonable to €tssume thai there will
be underlying factors which willbe common to allschemes irrespective of location in the UK.

Table 1 also shows a typicalcomposition of household waste catculated from 60 data
sets of waste analyses from a variety of Loca! Authorities held on the WSL database and
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separately identifles the prime recyclables (shaded categories). ln practice not all of this
material may be suitable for recycling because of contaminailon by other materials or sxcess
moisture. This is particularly true for the finer size fractions in waste (less than 40mm in
particle size) which, with the exception of putrescible materials, are not normally targeted for
recycling. The only other exceptlon is household batteries for which no market currently
exists.

Collecting all these categories from the waste stream.could lead to a potential

reduction of just over 50o/o by weight on an "as received" basis , of waste sent to landfill.
Excluding the putrescible fractlon reduces the potential diversion rate to just below 30% by
weight on an 'as rec€lved'basis. No account has been made of the higher moisUre content
of recyclables left in the refuse relative to hose source separated, although other studiess'e
have shown that programme recovery rates calculated on a dry basis are up lo 47o/o higher
than 'as received' particularly for paper.

' 
These data are tllustrated ln Flgures 1 + 2 but relative proporflons can vary Just as

widely as the concentraUons of the categories.

Howsver, thls ls a theoretical maximum, which assumes 100% householders
participatlon. The pilot areas suggest that between 50% utd75o/o are the practlcal limits, and
those may not apply ln all areas of he UK.

' This term descrlbes tho material as deposited in a container; either at
the household, a Civic Amenity site or a recycling centre.



TABLE 1. - Composition of UK Household (Dustbin) Waste
and Components Commonlv Tarqeted for Recvclino

Category
ConcEntration Weight 7o Wdght

o/o Sub Category
Recyclable

clo

Non-
recyclable

o/oMinimum Maximum Typical

Paper and Gard 21.6 54.1 s2.
16.0

16"3
9.5I]
0.64
s.79
3.10

other Paper
Liq. Gontainors
Card Packaging
other Card

Plastic Film 3.4 8.1 5"3 1.16
4.18

REluse Sacks
OthEr Pl. Film 5.3

Dense Plastic 2.7 10.1 5.9
1.9

4.0
1.91
2.14

Food Packaging
Other Dense Pl.

TExtiles 1.1 9.4 2.1 2.13 TextilEs n/a 2.1

MiscEllaneous
Combuslibles

1.4 13.6 8.1 4.^
3.90

Disp.Nappies
Misc.
Combustibles

8.1

Miscellaneoue Non
Combustlbles

0.4 4.2 1.8 1.81 Misc.Non-
Combust.

1.8

Glass 2.7 16.9 9.3
9.1

a.2o.20 Oher Glass

Putrescibles 'ts.9 27.8 2A.2
20.2

Ferous Metal 2.8 10.8 5.7
4.3

1.3
0.06
0.40
0"98

Batteries
OthEr Cans
OthEr FErrous

Non Ferrcus Metal 0.3 3.S 1.6 o"4

1.2
o.47
0.71

Foil
Other Non-Ferous

Finee 3"5 12.4 6.8 6.77 -1Omm FinEs 6.8

TOTALS 100.0 100.0 sl.9 47"1
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Miscellaneous Non ---/

Plastic Film 5.3o/a

Dense Plastic 6.7Yo ._"\{ Paper & Card 32.4%

Fines 6.8%

Non Ferrous Metal 1.60/o

Ferrous Metal 5.7Yo

Putrescibles
Kitchen & Garden
Waste 20.2%

Newspapers & Magazines
16.1%

Aluminium Beverage
Cans O.4%

Food & Beverage
Cans 4.3%

Textiles 2.1o/o +
Miscellaneous +

Combustibles 8.1o/o

Combustibles 1.8o/o

Glass 9.3Yo

Plastic Bottles 1.9o/o

Glass Bottles
& Jars 9.1%

Putrescibles 20.2%

Figure 1 Typical Composition of UK Household (Dustbin) Waste

Figure 2 Recyclable Gomponents of Household (Dustbin) Waste

F



3. PERFORMANCE IND]CATORS

Care is needed in making comparisons between kerbside and bring systems because
the recycling rates are calculated on a different basis, as explained below.

3.1 Prooramme Recoverv Rates

Programme recovery rates are calculated for a particular programme or scheme and
are material specific. They are based on the total arisings of that material within the waste
stream (based on compositional analyses).

Amount of designated material (eg. plastic bottles)
collected from generators served x 100

Prog. rec _
rate (o/.) Total amount of the designated material

available in the household waste stream of
generators served

For kerbside schemes programme recoveries are calculated on the basis of material
disposed of in the refuse collected from the households, plus that diverted for recycling, within
the assessment area. Thls consttutes the denominator Vaste stream'ln the above equation.
Other disposal pathways such as bring systems or Civic Amenity sites are excluded. This has
the etfect of recording higher programme recovery and diversion rates for kerbside schemes
in comparison to bring systems, which include these in the denominator.

Calculation of programme recovery rates tor bring systems is much more ditficult than
for kerbside collection schemes. This is because it is almost imposshle to "ringfence'the
catchment area of an individual site. lt is also likely that householders within a site's
catchment area do not use that site exclusively. For these reasons no attempt is made to
monitor the impact of individual sites. lt is more pertinent to measure the impact of all of a
Local Authority's brlng systems on lts waste stream (which includes collected weekly refuse
and Civic Amenity site inputs). This can be done by obtaining annualtonnages of household
waste, assaying representative samples of household waste to calculate the amounts of
recyclables not source separated and using the tonnage figures for recyclable materials
collected from the bring systems to calculate total amounts of each material within the
authority's waste stream. Percentiages recovered are then calculated using he same
equation.

.Given the ditflculttes previously described with "ringfencing" a catchment area, refuse
compositions used may or may not be representative of the actual values and may affect
programme recovery rates accordingly. A further factor to consider is that an element of
commercial refuse may be co-collected thus lowering recovery and diversion rates reported
for household waste.

3.2 Diversion Rate

Diversion rate for kebside collection schemes is again based only on collected weekly
refuse from the area served and is essentially the weighted average of the programme
recoveries according to the equation:



Sum totals of materials recovered from
Diversion _ household waste stream of generators served x 100
rate (%) -

from generators served

Diversion rates for bring systems are calculated as a percentage of all domestic waste
within a Local Authority. Because this includes Civic Amenity waste, average weekly arisings
taken fortotaldomesticwaste are significantly higherthan the equivalentvalues obtained from
the collected household refuse in assessment areas and the diversion rate appears lowerthan
for kerbside collection schemes.

Allprogramme recovery and diversion rates quoted in this study have been calculated
on all weights'as received'. As previously stated no account has been made of the higher
moisture content of recyclables left in tho refuse relalive to those source separated, although
other studiess's have shown that kerbside programme recovery rates ealculated on a dry basis
are up lo 47"/" higher, particularly for paper.

4. KERBSIDE COLLECTION OPTIONS

There is a variety of kerbside collection schemes currently in operation and direet
comparison is difficult. Essentially they fall into two categories, those that sort material at the
kerbside and those that collect mixed material for sorting at a eentral facility.

WSL has been monitoring kerbside collection schemes since the autumn of 1989" Of
the 35 or so cunently operating in the UK, schemes in the following areEs have been
monitored in some detail by WSL:

. Sheffield

. Cardiff

. Leeds

. Milton Keynes

. Adur, West Sussex

. Chudleigh, Devon

This section summarises the results of a review by WSL on its monitoring of kerbside
schemes, entitled 'Kerlc.side Collection of Recyclables from Household Waste in the UK - A
Position Study'. Detailed reports on the monitoring of individual schemes are listed in the
bibliography at the end of thls report.

The associated operating costs of the schemes quoted were supplied by the operators
(usually the Local Authorities) concerned and were not collected or verified by WSL Net
cosb include income derived from sales of materials and recycling credits. Data are very
difficult to disaggregate and it is uncertain whether all cost elements involved have been
addressed, particularly for small schemes where some activities such as administration will
be dealt with in the normal course of duties of Local Authority officials and these costs were
not separatety identified and attributed to the scheme.

4.1 Blue Box Collection

The blue box collection scheme originated in North America. Each participant in the
scheme is given one or more contiainers (50 litre capacity) in which to place recyclables. The

10



containers are placed at the kerbside for collection on specific days. ln some cases the
householder is required to perform an initial sort of the materials (for example to separate
paperfrom drinks containers). The vehicle used is additionalto that used for refuse collection
and may have been specifically designed, commissioned or modified for the scheme.
Frequently the side of the vehicle may be divided into compartments into which the operators
sort the material from the blue boxes. Because the number of houses on a collection round
is usually limited by the size of the compartments, the vehicle has to be designed to ensure
that compartments for different materials fill at the same rate. Hence the importance of
quantifying likely arisings of targeted materials. After collection the materials are usually
unloaded at a central depot where they are sorted further and baled or compacted and
transported to industry for recycling.

Pilot schemes in the UK have been conducted in parh of Sheffieldlo (Stocksbridge and
East Sheffield) and borough wide schemes exist in Milton Keynesil and Adur District Councillz.
lngeneral terms, diversion rates rangefrom 13% -27o/o on an as received basis, andwith
sufficiently high participation by householders could meet the recycling target for specific
areas.

Data are beginning to emerge on the economics of blue box collection with a separate
vehicle. lt is generally acknowledged that income is insufficient to fully cover costs,
particularly for pilot schemes. For example net costs for Sheffield and Adur are quoted at
8130 per tonne. Nevertheless there is some evidence that net costs can be reduced for
borough or city wide schemes, for instance Milton Keynes have reported costs of 865 per
tonne.

Given the high cost of blue box coltection with aseparate vehicte, other initiatives have
been taken to reduce operating costs and are described below.

4.2 Plastic Sack Collectlon

ln the UK severaltrial schemes have examined the use of plastic sacks to collect dry
recyclables. Mixed recyclables are placed into bags, usually of a blue or green colour to
distinguish from refuse sacks, in much the same way as in the blue box schemes. On
specified days the bags are set out for collecUon by a separate vehicle to that used for refuse
collection. Materials are not sorted at the kerbside, so the collection vehicle need not be
specialised. The material is taken to a central facility to be sorted for sale to end markets.

ln Carditf 40,000 householders have since September 1992, been supplied with green
plastie sacks, which are collected fortnighUy on the same day as the refuse. The vehicle used
for collection is a flat bed lorry carrying cages into which the saclts are placed. ln Falkirk
37,000 households are provided with a blue bag, into which they are requested to place
newspapers and magazines, plastic bottles and metal cans. Collection is either fortnightly or
monthly depending on the participation in the district concerned.

The diversion rate in Cardiff, as measured in December 1992, was nearly'18%W
weight on an 'as received" basis, and is comparable to blue box type schemes. This is not
surprising as the same recyclables are collected as in the blue box schemes. No figure is yet
available for the diversion rate in Falkirk, but it might be lower than the Cardiff scheme as
fewer materials are collected (only newspapers and plastic botiles).

ln Gardiff net operating costs prior to the expansion of the scheme to the present
40,000 households, were estimated at between 863 and €82 per tonne. Collection costs for
the Falkirk scheme have been reported to be €36 per tonne net. Operating costs were kept
to a minimum by accepting donations or purchasing seeond hand equipment and by relyidg
heavily on the charity which founded the scheme.

11
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4.3 Co-colleotion

Co-collection schemes collect recyclable materials at the same time as normal refuse
using the same crew and have been operating in some US states since the early 1980s13.

The first co-collection systems used simple trailers pulled behind the collection vehicle or
racks attached underneath the collection vehicle. Households may be given a separate
receptacle for recyclables, which is then put out with the normal refuse. If no container is
provided, the material is then placed in a separate compartment in the eollection vehicle. This
approach is said to be particularly suitable for smallscale operations and rural communities.
As with the blue box collection schemes, the size of the compartments is critical if the
maximum financial saving is to be achieved.

ln Kensington and Chelsea 3,500 households were initially provided with a sack for
dry reeyclables. The sacks were placed out on the same day as the normal refuse collection
round and collected with the normal refuse sacks in a vertically split compactor vehicle. This

. scheme is to be introduced borough wide in April 1993 but no bags will be provided.

Other co-collection initiatives include a trial scheme to collect mixed paper in Guildford
using a trailer towed behind the refuse collection vehicle. ln teeds two wheeled bins are
provided, one of which was split to collect organics and residual refuse. Dry recyclables were
placed into the other bin. Both bins were collected on alternate weeks. lt has been estimated
that this method might be diverting up to 50% by weight of the collected household waste in
the area served.

Net operating eosts for the Leeds scheme are quoted at around €68 per tonne. Cost
data for other areas are not yet available.

4.4 Co-minoled Collection

Co-mingled collection is a relatively new approaoh. Recyclable material is usually
placed in a plastic sack then placed in the sane vehicle as the normal refuse on collection.
Bags are removed from the mixture at a Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) and then split open
to recover and separate the recyclable materials. The advantage of this approach is that
costs ars minimised because tho same vehicle and crew are required for collection. Additional
advantages are gained in that there is no need for new or speeialised equipment at the start
of the scheme.

No operators in the UK are reported to be using this approach, therefore estimates of
potential diversion rates and likely costs of collection are not available.

4.5 Separate Collection of Oroanic Material

Putrescible material accounts for approximately 20-30olo by weight of household waste
in the UK. Recovery of this fraction would therefore have a significant impact on waste
reduction and help meet the recycling target. Several countries in Europe have schemes for
the separate collection of household putrescibles and garden waste. ln most schemes
households are provided with a separate bin or container in which to place their putreseibles.
The containers are then collected at regular intervals and taken to a composting plant.
Separate collection helps to alleviate the contamination problem associated with composts
derived from mixed domestic refuse.

Perhaps the best known scheme in the UK is Wye in Kent, where putrescibles are
collected weekly in a red bin. A trial scheme is also operating in Shepway, Kent and
putrescible materialwas collected in Leeds. Kennet in Wiltshire collect putrescible waste from
150 householders in a special bio-composter bin. Collection is on a fortnightly basis in the

12



summer and monthly in the winter.

No cost data are available for any scheme that collects organics separately in the UK.

4.6 Multifamilv Unit Recvclino

The majority of recycling schemes are targeted at single family occupancy buildings.
The problems associated with separate collection of recyclables from multifamily units are very
different, in part due to the different waste management practices applied to multifamily units.
Traditional kerbside collection of recyclables is not possible as refuse is not collected in this
way. lnstead, some kind of localised bring schemes are the only practicable way to achieve
source separation. As a result diversion rates of materials are generally lower and a number
of key factors, including education of householders, have been identified as necessary to the
success of such a scheme. Source separation from such properties has not been addressed
in the UK but the European Recovery and Recycling Association (ERRA) has sponsored a
study in Barcelona.

Results from a study undertakentl in Wisconsin, however, suggest that only one third
of the amount is recycled when compared to single family residences. A diversion rate of 5o/o

of the totalwaste stream was achieved. The study also found that residents were unlikely to
make a specific iourney to recycling centres, and that it is advisable where possible to place
recycling centres next to the normal refuse disposal contiainer. Participation in the trialwas
low, though it was expected to increase as residents were made aware of recycling laws
(several states in the US have introduced legislation to make household participation in
recycllng schemes mandatory).

Costs incuned were not made available.

5. BRING SYSTEMS

'Bring' systems, also called fixed point or dropotf schemes, are based on the
establishment of recycling centres at strategic locations for the collection of recyclable
materials similar to those targeted by kerbside schemes. Bring systems are widespread in
the UK15 and most LocalAuthorities now have experlence of using them. ln June 1990 Save-
a-Can were operatlng 217 banks in the UK, by December 1991 the 500th bank was sited in
the Winal, and by the end of 1994 the target is 1000 banks. The British Glass Manufacturers
Confederation stated that by June 1992, 453 district councils were covered by the glass bottle
bank scheme, representing almost 8000 sites.

However there has been no etfort to match the intensity of pilot kerbside collection
schemes such as that in Adur despite he relatively'long track' record associated with their
use, there is relatively little information published, particularly on the costs and benefits
associated with using bring systems.

The sites for these recycling centres are chosen usually to enable the public to use
them ln conjunction wlth other activities, for example in a supermarket car park or at a Civic
Amenity site. This means that the user does not necessarily have to make a specialjourney.
The facilities provided at these sites rely on the public separating the recyclables and
depositing them in the correct contiainers.

13



5.1 Containers Available

There is a range of systems avaitable. These can be large 32ms skips for paper,
although 10m0 are more common forglass and cans. 1100 litre wheelie bins and smaller
containers are also used depending on location and fill rates. The containers are serviced by
the Local Authority or contractors. When full, tonnages will reflect the different bulk densities
of the materials. There is evidence to show that fill rates are maximised at multi point
recycling centres. Size and siting of containers appear to be based on experience and
convenience of use, rather than maximising quantities diverted in terms of achieving the
recycling target.

WSL has started work to monitor a number of bring schemes in the UK. This work
is only in its preliminary stages so firm conclusions cannot yet be drawn. Details of this work
are available in an inte.rim WSL report on "Monitoring the lmpact of Bring Systems on
Household Waste in the UK'.

Warren Spring l-aboratory has now monitored four authorities committed to
implementing bring systems as a means of achieving the UK government target. They are:

. Richmond-upon-Thames, London. Ryedale, North Yorkshire

: B:l='Jl'London

Two of those, Richmond a metropolitan district and Ryedale District a rural area, were
selected for detailed study.

5.2 Metrooolitan Area - Flichmond-uoon-Thames

Most of Richmond's recycling centres are situated in municipal car parlc. Typically
there are banks for the collection of colour segregated glass, paper, cans and textiles. The
authority has also installed the first banks in the country to collect used beverage cartons.
Collection of plastic bottles has been more problematic with a six month trial scheme
abandoned in September 1991. Local charities have been enllsted to help manage the sites
and keep them tidy, and in return receive the revenue from the sale of he aluminium cans.
The philosophy underlying this approach is that the highly visible beneflt to local charities
gives publicity to the recycllng centre and an added incentlve for the resldents to use the
facility.

The diversion rate measured for 1991 was 8.2% by weight, but Richmond are
expanding their collection facilities by introducing 1100 litre'micro'banks at nine sites, an
increase in site provision of about 25%. Should this pilot scheme prove successful, the
number of sites will be expanded gradually over the next few years with the objective of
having 1 site per 1000 households (160 sites in all).

Net income to the authority from bring systems is estimated to be 812 per tonne,
including a recycling credit of 88.60. However, for some materials, contiainers are provided
at no cost and emptied by contractors who presumably retain any revenue. ln this case Local
Authority income arises solely from the recycling credit. For glass, containers are provided
free of charge but a contractor is paid on a tonnage basis (e19.50 per tonne collected) to
empty the banks. Under these conditions the authority hen receives sales revenue, plus of
coursie he recycling credit. Thus costs, in particular for transport and capital charges are not
lncurred directly making overall calculatlons of true revenue ditficult.
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5.3 Rural Area - Rvedale

Much of this district, lying on the outskirts of York, is sparsely populated which has led
to problems with the siting and the emptying of banks. The waste merchants who carry out
these duties appear reluctant to service banks situated in remote areas without levying a
charge. Consequently Ryedale is introducing 1100 litre bins for the collection of clear and
coloured glass, paper and cans, in the more remote villages and will empty them and store
materials at depots until sufficient quantities have been accumulated for onward transport to
industry. By April 1993, 28 such sites will have been set up with expansions planned to 60
sites in 1993/94 and 100 in 1994/95.

ln 1991 the diversion rate was measured to be 4.1"/" by weight and subsequent
increases can be expected as more sites are added. lncreases in recovered tonnages will
have to be conelated with the additionalcost of setting up these sites. !t is estimated that net
income during 1991 was 86 per tonne, including the €3.40 recycling credit. However, the
figure quoted may not include all the costs involved in running the scheme.
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6. COMPARISON OF KERBSIDE OOLLECTION AND BHING SYSTEMS

Table 2 summarises the programme recovery rates, diversion rates and the costs
associated with the schemes which have been monitored in some detail by WSL.

TABLE 2" - Comoarative Ptgoramme-flgsgverv Bates and Diversiolt.ElatesgfuK
Recvclino Schemes. (mqnltorecl_brWSl) and Associated Costs

Area & Type of
Scheme
(kerbside unless
otherwise
stated)

% Programme Recovery Rates Diversion
rateb

ol
TO

Net
Cost

(profit)o
8/tonnePaper Glass Plastic' Cans Textile

Separate
wheeled blns
Leeds (biweekly)

70-80 nlc 70-80
d

40-50 50" 68

Blue box
(weekly)
Stocksbridge,
Sheffield
SE Sheffield
Milton Keynes
Adur

28
52
57
67

45
66
44
71

12
28
57
60

17
14
24
54

nla
32
n/c
n/c

6.6
15.3
18"7
27'

130
110
65
130

No contalner
(biweekly)
Chudleigh,
Devon 36 55 n/c 21 3 6.9 59

Green bag
(biweekly)
Garditf 52 52 1g o 21 17.7 63-82

:,Brlng systems
Ryedale
Richmond-upon-
Thames

13

18

40

61

n/c

nlc

n/c

3

3

I
4.1

8.2

(6)

(12)

Notes

a

b

c

d

e

Programme recovery rates for plastics are for beverage bottles and food contiainers
only
Diversion rates are calculated ditferently for bring and kerbside collection schemes and
this will tend to flatter kerbside collection schemes
As reported by the scheme operator
30-40% for aluminium cans, 50-60% for steel cans.
Diversion rates for Leeds and Adur are approximate due to ditficulties encountered
during monitoring

n/c = not collected, n/a = not available
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The results in Table 2 show that irrespective of the collection method used:

recoveries of glass are relatively high and it is always collected. (Leeds use bring
systems in tiandem with kerbside collection). With the exception of Milton Keynes,
programme recovery rates for glass are higher than for any other material. This may
be because of high public awareness of the recyclability of glass as a consequence
of that industry's long term efforts.

recoveries for paper are higher in kerbside schemes

metal can recoveries are varlable

plastics are not always targeted

. textiles are targeted less often than other materials. This may be because they
.comprise only a small percentage of the waste stream and other outlets, such as
charity shops are well established

lf participation of householders and consequently recoveries of targeted materials are
sufficiently high, kerbside recycling of dry recyclables could meet the Governments target but
at a current additional cost to the refuse collection service. ln Stocksbridge and Adur, quoted
cosE are 8130 per tonne. This probably reflects the provision of additional vehicles and
sorting at kerbside. There may be economies of scale by going borough wide, as in Milton
Keynes, or integrating collection with the refuse service as in Leeds. Carditf reports lower
costs as a consequence of not sorting at kerbside. Using a single truck and crew to collect
recyclables and residue is claimed to be less expensive than using two separate vehicles.

The results of the initiatives taken in this direction would appear to wanant closer
study, and the way ahead for kerbside could be based on integrated collection systems and
sorting at a central facility.

Bring systems on their own, as currently operated, are unlikely to meet the recycling
target but do apparently generate income to the operators because of he presence of
recycling credits and Local Authoritles not always charging for servicing. Higher diversion
rates than those quoted might be achievable. However, costs need to be fully assessed and
to date no Local Authorlty has reported the impact of a scheme which saturates the whole of
its area with mini or micro recycling centres, so the full potential of what can be achieved is
not yet known. Some authorities such as Test Valley are proposing to combine high density
bring systems with composting but as yet there has been no all-out effort to match the pilot
kerbside schemes in Milton Keynes and Adur.

Nevertheless it is important to acknowledge that high density bring systems in other
parts of Europe (Germany, Netherlands) do seem to be able to achieve very high (70%)
diverslon rateslo and it remains to be seen whether hese successes can be replicated in the
UK. So there seems to be a clear need to test high density bring systems to assess potential
impact and costs.

6.1 Availabilitv of Markets

The availabillty of markets for all materials collected is crucial to the success of a
scheme and is dependent on:

. economic factors and. technical factors
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Other studiessrT have considered these points in greater depth but they can be
summarised as follows.

Economic constrainB may exist because commercial viability depends on the
existence of sufficiently wide margins between processing costs and sales value of the
reclaimed materials to provide an adequate return on capital investments. Revenues
obtainable will be variable in response to demand and will of course be material specific.
Revenue from newspapers and magazines is particularly cyclical in response to market forces
whereas aluminium for example is attractive to collect because of high intrinsic value, and
glass appears to be sustainable.

Given this dynamic situation, the slgnificance of recycllng credits in terms of scheme
viabltlty cannot be underestimated. Larger schemes will generate greater levels of income
because recycling credits are based on tonnage. Costs should not increase proportionately
as there may well be economies of scale, and if sutficient quantities are collected and
guaranteed contracts for longer term supply could be negotiated, and schemes will not be
susceptible to spot market price variations.

Technical considerations demand that suitable technology and processing capacity
exist to remove the contaminants from feedstocks derived from wastes and upgrade the end
products into marketable materials. These are again specific to each material. An apparent
advantage of bring systems is that the materials recovered need minima! further processing
before use by industry. On the other hand mixtures recovered by kerbside collection must
be separated into the differing materials, but the most significant factors can be summarised
as follows:

Newspapers and magazines collected must not contain too much contamination from
other waste paper grades. The UK demand for Grade 5 (mainly newsprint) and other
de{nKng grades of newspaper is forecast by the industy to increase by 15% (ie. a
furher 70,000 tonnes) by 1994 mainly as a result of capacity expansion in tissue
production being installed or planned. lf new pQects envisaged by the newsprint
sector are commissioned, these could increase demand by a further 40,000 - 42,000
tonnes per annum

Plastics recycllng from producton and fabrication waste is wel! established in the UK,
but the recycllng of post-consumer scrap presents a major challenge. The need for
polymer separation of plastic wastes means that recycling is at present focused on
plastics from single applications (eg fizzy drinks bottles) where product usage enables
the polymer to be identified. This minimises the technicalbarriers of separating from
oher waste and sorting polymer Upes. However, it must be recognised that the
effects of legislation affecting collectlon of waste packaging in other European
countsies may lead to significant tonnages being diverted to the UK at no cost to the
UK plastic recycllng industries poslng a threat to the viability of UK collection schemes.

There is a large established reclamatlon industry in the UK for the recovery and
processing of fenous scrap, yet in 1991 only 8% of steel cans were recycled, despite
there currently being no technical barriers to increased usage of more de-tinned scrap"
The principal reason is the lack of magnetic extraction equipments installed at Local
Authority waste disposalfacilities. Good quality ferrous scrap can be produced by de-
tinning cans rscovered from magnetically screening domestic refuse or separated can
concentrates. For aluminium cans, various initiatives (such as involving local and
nationwide charities) have been taken to increase the quantities collected for recycling.
The newly completed ALCAN recycling plant near Wanington has sutficient capacity
to reprocess all the aluminium cans produced in the UK each year.
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An imbalance exlsE ln the UK between the quantties of coloured glass available for
collection and the amounts that could be utllised for secondary productlon. This
occurs owlng to a large quantity of filled drinks bottles made of coloured glass, being
lmported lnto the UK. Accordlng to UK manufacturers, there ls a consumer resistance,
and therefore a llmlted market, for thelr recycled colour glass products. Colour sorting
of all collected glass would enable more high grade colourless glass to be
incorporated into existing production and therefore help achieve higher recycling rates.

Newer and more dlverse applications for collected textile wastes (eg. flocking) would
assist in improving the overall recycling rates of this material. Existing outlets, such
as charity shops, appear to be well establlshed but may not be equipped to handle
larger quantties of waste.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND THE WAY FORWARD

ln attempting to address the challenge posed by the UK Govemmenfs recycling target
for household waste, several Local Authorities have introduced pilot sctemes to divert
materials at source for recycling. They are based on either:

. kerbside collection or

. brlng systems

It is too early to make a value iuQgement on whether one method exclusively, and if
so which, ls he best way fonrard. Clearly both methods offer advantages and disadvantages
and willbe heavily lnfluenced by local circumstances. Nevertheless experience gained from
monitoring he pilot schemes and he lessons learned will'be invaluable to Local Authorities
in helping them to plan and implement their own schemes so fiat he recycling target can be
met on a national basis.

The key findings of ilris study are:

. Coltecdon of household waste statistics must be improved in the area being served,
in order to identify the quantities of materials available and the likely yields.

. There is a ciear need to standardlse the performance indicators and definitions by
whlch schemes are monitored.

. Blue box kerbside collecfions are typically achieving diversion rates of between 13%
and 27o/o by welght and, lf household partlcipation is sutficiently high, this method
could achieve the Govemment recycllng target in those are€s. Howeverthe net costs
of collectlon, strongly influenced by the provision of additional (and specialised)
vehicles and collectlon crew, are estimated to be between 865 and 8130 pr tonne net
of income and may prohiblt wider repllcation.

. Kerbside collection schemes that sort materials at a central facility, such as green bag,
reduce costs (863 - 982 per tonne net of income) and could achieve equivalent

. Proposed initiatives in kerbside collection, such as co-collection and co-mingled
collection, appearto offer some potentialfor reducing the additonal costs of collecting
recyclables

. Many Local AuthorlUss have experience of using bring systems in the UK, but to date
there has been no attemptto introduce high density bring systemswith the same etfort
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applied to pilot kerbside collection as in schemes such as in Adur and Milton Keynes.
Therefore it is not possible to state the maximum diversion rates these schemes could
achieve. Such systems, perhaps in tandem with composting, also need to be
evaluated as a means of achieving the target. lf an initiative to introduce high density
bring systems was taken it might be possible for diversion rates to increase from about
10% to values approaching say 50% quoted for intensive bring systems, for glass in
particular, on the continent.

. Of the bring systems monitored, diversion rates recorded were less than 10% by
weight (calculated on a ditferent basis to kerbside collection). Largely as a
consequence of the recycling eredits system, the operators of such schemes report
a net profit to themselves. However calculatlng the wider costs involved is made
ditficult by the arrangements between the LocalAuthorities and contractors who empty
the banks.

. Separate collection and composting of putrescible materials has not been widely
implemented in the UK at present, despite such materials comprising between 20Y"
and 30"/o of collected household waste.

. lncome from recycling credits was found to be important in financially underpinning
recycling schemes. These revenue variations appear to be less significant for larger
schemes because of the impact of the recycling credit. ln addition as income from
sales of materials is variable due to market forces, larger schemes where quantities
of materlals collected can be guaranteed and contracts negotiated, ffiay be less
susceptible to market.fluctuations.

. CosE associated with schemes and methods of calculating them need to be quantified
to enable comparisons to be made on a fair and equitable basis.

The success of any scheme depends upon the participation of the householders
served by it. So etfort must be directed when choosing and implementing any scheme, to
ensuro the public are aware of the scheme and are likely to participate. Typical participation
ratos measured in the pilot areas range from 50 to 75o/o.

lnespective of the collecUon method used, it is essential that markets are identified for
the types and quantities of materials collected. Once collected, sufficient processing of the
recyclable concentrates must occur to enable the materials to be acceptable to industry. This
means that technical and economic constraints to markets must first be overcome to
implement such schemes on a national basis.
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